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ABSTRACT

I introduce a way of verifying phonological processes
on the basis of phonetic substances obtained by au-
tomatic speech recognition. The acoustic characteris-
tics of phone-like units are modelled using automatic
speech recognition techniques. This phone recogniser
is run on the data tokens whose segmental structure
matches with the context of target processes to be ver-
ified. Examining output strings of the recognition re-
veals whether the rule has been applied. Risk of erro-
neous recognition is alleviated as the final judgment is
based on processing of multiple data tokens in a large
spontaneous database.

1 INTRODUCTION

The proper representation of phonological processes
are difficult. The traditional way of their formalism
having been widely used in the framework of tradi-
tional generative phonology appears to be too strict
since it frequently fails to describe variability of pho-
netic substances. This difficulty has also been a prob-
lem of Optimality Theory (OT, [1]), a more up-to-date
trend of representing phonological processes in terms
of constraint interaction, inevitably giving rise to an
effort to a modified approach, within the same frame-
work, based on statistical judgment of the processes
([2]). Indeed, some phonological processes are power-
ful enough to change the identity of a segmental unit
whenever there is a matching context, while others are
relatively flexible so that their application depends on
other factors like speaker style or speed of the spoken
utterances, producing various optional pronunciation
variants.

I attempt to verify such processes using a method
which I believe is more productive and objective. The
basic idea can be summarised as: (a) when a target
process to be verified is given, relevant speech tokens
are collected which contain the environment of the rule.
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phone recogniser is run on each data token and
ce an output string, and (c) the results are quan-

vely analysed by investigating whether the target
is affected or not. (d) Based on this analysis,

alidity of the process can be determined. Each
will be described in detail through this paper.

vantage of this approach is practicability. As the
sses will be verified in terms of low level speech
ology, they can be directly exploited for its im-
ment. For example, the processes can be used
nerate plausible pronunciation variants of a lan-
and subsequently enrich the pronunciation lexi-
hich is known for improving the performance of
h recognisers ([3], [4]). Besides, the current re-
h, if found useful, is especially meaningful in the
that speech technology is exploited in the linguis-
onetic validation.

2 DATA

speech corpus used in this research is a British
sh spontaneous dialogue database known as the
task” corpus [5]. It contains 128 dialogues, in
of which two participants converse based on the
provided in advance. The database suits the aim

e current research as it contains voices of various
and speech rates. The data tokens are divided

ubsets to be used for different purposes. 60 dia-
s are used for training phone recogniser, five di-
es for phone recogniser test, and another five di-
es for extracting tokens for rule verification. No
ts are overlapped. Each process will be described
tail in later sections.

3 PHONE RECOGNISER

roduce a surface phonetic form of each input
h, an automatic phone recogniser is developed



based on a well-known statistical technique, Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). As for the recognition units
I adopt a phone-like unit set designed by Centre for
Speech Technology Research (CSTR) at the University
of Edinburgh. The inventory consists of 57 phones and
three silence units whose details are shown in [6]. Each
phone model is represented by 39-dimensional param-
eter vectors consisting of features such as 12 Mel Fre-
quency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), log energy, and
their first and second order derivatives. These features
are represented on left-to-right eight Gaussian mixture
HMM’s with three emitting states. The entire pro-
cessing is conducted using the Hidden Markov Model
Toolkit (HTK, version 3.0; [7]).

4 SELECTING TARGET RULES

4.1 RULE SELECTION METHODS
There are three ways to select target rules for verifi-
cation. First, we can retrieve various rules by review-
ing literature on phonology or phonetics. This is cer-
tainly the simplest way but a drawback is that only
previously established rules are available. Neverthe-
less, it is important to count these rules in as the va-
lidity and practicality of them can be verified on purely
phonetic basis. I referred to [8] and [9] to retrieve tra-
ditional phonological rules. Second, human investiga-
tion of phonetic substances can reveal many processes.
A typical example is extraction of rules based on ex-
amination of phonetic annotations produced by speech
labellers. When a phone string of a token is compared
with the designated phonological form, the difference
between two strings suggests the existence of a pro-
cess regardless of whether it is systematic or frivolous.
The advantage of this method is that lots of detailed
phonetic phenomena, which have not been specified by
previous phonological studies, can be discovered. The
last method is also a phonetic identification of rules
but this time the output strings to be examined are
produced not by human investigation but by a speech
recogniser. If a recognition system is constructed with
phones as its basic units, it can be directly used to gen-
erate phone strings for each input speech. This means
that a method based on comparison of output string
with phonological string, mentioned just above, can be
similarly employed. More detailed description on this
bottom up approach of rule finding is shown in [6].

The rules found by these three ways are not of course
mutually exclusive. Many rules selected on the basis of
phonological theories (the first method) are also cap-
tured by the other two more practical methods.

I used all three methods in selecting target rules. How-
ever, as the current study is a preliminary effort to tes-
tify a new method of verifying rules, it deals with only
a few post-lexical phonological rules of English.
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are illustrations of target rules and word exam-

ound by the selection processes described above.

Rules Examples
Rotacism [ f a: ] ⇔ [ f a r ] “far”
h-deletion [ h i m ] ⇔ [ i m ] “him”
Glottalisation [ s i t i ] ⇔ [ s i P i ] “city”
Flapping [ s i t i ] ⇔ [ s i R i ] “city”
V Reduction [ æz ] ⇔ [ @z ] “as”

arget rules shown in this section are only a small
on of phonological rules of the spoken English lan-
. The base forms on the left side of each out-
air are retrieved from a publicly available on-
ronunciation dictionary called BEEP (British En-
Example Pronunciation). Note that the base
nciations specified are not abstract phonologi-
presentations by any means but phonetic enti-
hich already underwent all the obligatory phono-
l rules. This suggests that the pronunciation
arison should be just a surface phonetic matter
r than phonological-phonetic mapping defined by
R derivations of traditional theories of phonol-
That is why I often use the term “process” in
of “rule”. It implies that not only traditional

ological rules but also phonetic implementation
and even constraints can be the target processes
current study.

5 GENERATING PHONETIC
OUTPUTS

target rules are determined, the verification of
is straightforward. Running the phone recogniser
e selected data tokens will produce output phone
s for each token. A powerful pattern recognition
ique known as viterbi algorithm [10], which com-
the most likely state sequence, is used for the

nition process.

ost important work during the recognition pro-
s setting up the collocational restrictions of phone
nces. A permissible phone network should be
ned and implemented into every output token
m. If this procedure is omitted and a general
e sequence restriction is provided as is the case
sual phone (or other units) recognition process,
ent insertion of irrelevant phone items will be un-
able and investigation of ouput string may need
arate procedure to eliminate those insertions and
ust the string either automatically or manually.
take the rule rhotacism applied to a word item
imetres” as an example. When the phone recog-
was run on one of the tokens of this word, and
only the bigram language model was given with-

ny further restriction, a resulted phone string was:



[ silence e n @ n p i m i @ t @ u r @ silence ]. Only with
this output, it is almost impossible to match the string
with the input word “centimetres”. Nor the manual
readjustment does not seem easy, if not impossible.
Nonetheless, we can conjecture that there is a rhotic
r at the relevant position: that is, word final syllable
coda position.

Interested only in that specific position, and further
more, in whether the rhotic r appears or not, we can
stipulate the language model so that either of two
strings [ s e n t i m i: t @ r z ], or [ s e n t i m i:
t @ z ] is forced to appear phonetically. Likewise, an-
other word “city” is forced to be realised as one of the
three forms such as [ s i t i ], [ s i R i ], and [ s i P i ].

This manipulation is easily achieved by creating and
implementing a simple finite state network which al-
lows a N-ary transition path only at the relevant state.
Below is an example of such artificially restricted finite
state network search path for the word “city”.

s i t

R

P

i
ENTER EXIT

When the output is realised with the flap sound as in
[ s i R i ] the flapping rule is determined to have been
effective. Likewise, the output as [ s i P i ] means that
the glottalisation rule has been applied.

6 VALIDITY JUDGMENT

The final step is running the recogniser on all the rele-
vant data tokens for each of those target rules. As we
are interested only in local acoustic information the
relevant portions (usually words) of each speech data
token is extracted and made to constitute an individ-
ual speech token. A uniform 50msec silence is inserted
at the beginning and ending part of new tokens for the
convenience of processing. Then the phone recogniser
is run on these tokens as described in the previous sec-
tion. Table 1 is the result of this processing for the
target rules described earlier.

Results show that all the above phonological rules ex-
ist in the given data. The flapping rule has a rela-
tively low application rate but it is still a considerable
value. Two questions may arise regarding the judg-
ment. First, what is the critical value to deny the
existence of a process? Second, how can we trust the
phone recogniser and safely say that the result values
are not dominated by the recognition error?
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Application (%) Tokens

otacism 35 66
-deletion 79 42
lottalisation 25 43
lapping 17 35
Reduction 70 144

e 1: Ratio of phone recognition outputs which un-
derwent each process

directly answer these questions a controlled recog-
test has been conducted. 20 candidate words are

rarily selected for each rule. Half of them are to-
affected by each rule, while the others are tokens
ich rule application is vacuous. This is to see how

ctly speech recogniser automatically classifies the
etic difference of phones in question. The results
s experiment can be summarised as:

False False Accuracy
Application Disregard (%)

acism 2 3 87.5
letion 3 0 92.5
ttalisation 4 2 85.0
ping 2 3 87.5
eduction 7 4 77.5

alse application denotes outputs which are erro-
ly subject to the relevant rules. On the contrary,
disregard denotes outputs which are affected by
when they are not supposed to. The worst accu-
is shown at the vowel reduction rule whose error
s around 22.5%. That is, of 144 cases of vowel re-
on in Table 1, maximum 34 cases may have been
lassified. This statistic does not seem to be criti-
ough to attribute the total vowel reduction cases

cidents or errors. The outputs with respect to the
rules seem to be better identified in general by

peech recogniser. Consequently, we can carefully
ude, at this stage, the phone recogniser produces
ingful results though its performance varies de-
ing on the type of individual rules.

7 DISCUSSION

ugh the verification method proposed appears to
eful, there are restrictions. First of all, verifiable
are required to be described in terms of recogni-
nits, most frequently, phone-like units. In other

s, when a speech recogniser does not differentiate
hones of a phoneme, there is no immediate means
t validity of the rule, as its output will always be a
rm phone symbol. For instance, the speech recog-



niser described above includes only one unit represent-
ing voiceless bilabial stop, such as [p]. Then, phonetic
processes like aspiration and glottalisation, producing
[ph] and [p’] respectively, cannot be verified since they
are not allowed to be phonetically produced in terms
of separate units as recognised entity. The solution to
this problem is straightforward. Detailed splitting of
the unit seems enough. Of course, this solution entails
other burdens of modelling acoustic characteristics of
each individual phone, which could face a possible crit-
icism. However, the increased complexity during the
construction of recognition system is not crucial as far
as the purpose of the work is just validation of rules,
rather than optimisation of the ASR system itself.

Another problem is that the decision of the validity test
is categorical since only designated allophones are pos-
sible outputs on which the validity judgment is based.
Thus, when we attempt to see whether a word utter-
ance underwent a specific rule, we can obtain the result
of either 1 or 0, and nothing else. However, application
of a rule need not necessarily be such categorical. Take
a vowel devoicing rule as an example. While occurrence
of a devoiced vowel is quite frequent in the context
of surrounding voiceless sounds, many cases of rele-
vant vowels are only partially devoiced. The proposed
method of rule validation cannot capture this partial-
ity phenomenon. Making partially devoiced phones as
separate units and training them as individual phones
is not an acceptable solution considering that degree
of devoicing could be diverse. Nevertheless, the useful-
ness of the current method is not undermined critically.
Having a number of data tokens in a database for each
rule may alleviate this difficulty. Although the deci-
sion for each of the relevant data tokens cannot avoid
being categorical, overall validation of a rule may not.
For example, when all the categorical results for each
individual voicing judgment are collected together, a fi-
nal judgment on the rule can be made non-categorical
as the ratio of the voicing will be calculated on the
basis of scores for each class. If a non-optional rule
does not have a severely biased ratio (say 60%-40%
for voiced vs. voiceless), we can suspect that the rule
applies only partially. Therefore, indirect judgment of
non-categorical application of rules is not impossible.

8 CONCLUSION

A new method of verifying phonological processes is
suggested. In spite of considerable recognition errors
a phone recogniser is capable of producing legitimate
phonetic strings with help of strict search path restric-
tions. Consequently, verification of phonological pro-
cesses is available by examining output strings of the
speech recogniser.

As many restrictions of the current approach are at-
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ion of the proposed approach are also necessary
plying to other types of English phonological pro-
s or even other languages.
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